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May 2023 

 

Chevron Phillips Golden Triangle Polymers Project Daniel Sprunk– Project Manager 

Pile driving continues on at the Chevron Phillips – Golden Triangle 
Polymers Project in Orange, TX. Cajun’s continues to have a great 
working relationship with Zachry Industrial and Burns & McDonnell. 
In October of 2022, Cajun mobilized cranes and crews to the CP Chem 

facility in SE Texas to begin the test pile program. Production piling started in early Jan-
uary and has ramped up to 6 total crews on the OSBL portion of the work. In April, Ca-

jun mobilized 6 additional crews to the pro-
ject to begin the ISBL production piling. In 
total, the project will include over 10,000 
precast concrete piles ranging in length 
from 35’ to 80’ long, as well as a large sheet 

piling scope for future subsurface structures 
on the project. Cajun expects peak man-
power to be around 75-90 employees and work to continue on the project through 
the fall of 2023. To everyone at CP Chem, keep up the great work! 

Pictured: Dex Falgoust (Assistant PM)- in cab, Brandon Graham-

Crane Operator and client representative 

Pictured L-R: Ty Seastrunk, Austin Eberle, Kurt Frederick, 

Justin Ficklin, Wilbert Soule, Preston Ficklin 
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Pictured L-R: Gavin Derryberry, Vernon Juneau, Johnny Brown, Justin Glenn,  

Cody Veronie, John Richard, Bradley Powell, Jeremy Quibodeaux 

Pictured: Davon Coles 

Pictured L-R:  Spencer Menard, Nicholas Linzay, Jarvis Wilson, Flint Theriot, Eric Chavez 
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Pictured L-R: Garrett Glisson, Richard Abshire, Brandon Graham, Daniel Normand 

Pictured L-R:  Kirk Washington, Eric Stevens , Roosvelt Lopez, Chase Duplechain, Matt Slusher 
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Brad Dupuis- While performing an inspection of the leads, I discovered the pile line was ran improperly 
under a cross brace in the head section. I notified the crew, we did an inspection of the cable,  removed 
the becket and reinstalled the cable properly. 

Ronald West–  I saw that there wasn’t a hard barricade around a 8' deep trench in our work area. I con-
tacted supervisor/safety to get a barricade put in place. In the meantime, I roped up a red barricade until 
the hard barricade was installed. 

Richard Abshire-While inspecting the leads I noticed the pins for adjusting the spotter were backing out. 
Upon closer inspection it was identified that the pins were so short that the cotter keys couldn’t be in-
stalled. I notified supervision of the finding, and they scheduled to have replacement pins shipped and in-
stalled.  

Mason Leger– I saw a coworker standing on the opposite side of the trailer while the loader was unload-
ing pipe. I stopped the loader, told employee my concerns and directed him to a proper location out of the 
line of fire. 
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